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Editor's Note
Carolyn Williams and Laurel Brake have done an
outstanding job of organizing the upcoming Pater conference,
"Reading Pater at the Millennium." I want to thank them
for their talent and time in putting together what promises
to be a memorable event. In "Pater News," you will find
information regarding accommodations and the preliminary
conference program. I look forward to seeing you in Oxford
this July!
Billie Inman and Bonnie Robinson are also integral
Paterians, and I want to thank them on behalf of newsletter
readers for their continuing excellence in annotating
published material on Pater. Billie has asked me to request
that newsletter readers-specifically, representatives from
foreign countries on the Editorial Board-send copies of
essays and reviews recently published on Pater in their
countries either to Billie or me. Both Billie and I have had
difficulty obtaining foreign essays and reviews through
interlibrary loan.
I would like to thank Baylor University for enabling
me to maintain an agency account for the newsletter and the
Department of English for absorbing mailing costs. I especially want to thank Leigh Ann Marshall of the Information
Technology Center at Baylor for her technical assistance in
creating a Pagemaker format and Designer Club clipart for
the newsletter and Kim Lasyone for her assistance in creating mailing labels. The Latin statement in the emblem is a
headnote to Chapter HI of Marius: "Lord, I love [or have
loved] the habitation of thy house"-Psalm 26:8.
Jay Losey
Baylor University
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Pater News
International WaIter Pater Conference
"Reading Pater at the Millennium"
28-30 July 2000: Christ Church College, Oxford
Accommodation:
Up to 40 rooms with breakfast have been reserved for Friday and Saturday nights, 28-29 July in Christ Church. These
are single rooms with a washbasin, and shared facilities. For
couples and families, suites may be available; these are single
rooms off a common sitting room with own facilities.
Food:
We shall be eating in Hall, Friday evening, Saturday evening
(the conference amner), and Sunday lunCh, and at breakfast.
Saturday lunch is NOT included, so as to give delegates an
opportunity to enjoy Oxford pubs and eateries. Names and
addresses of those nearby will be available.
Costs:
Enrollrnent fee (for all non-residential conference delegates;
includes tea and coffee): £ 25
Dinner, Friday evening: £20
Conference dinner: £ 25
Sunday lunch: £ 15
Full residential conference fee (including enrollment, accommodation and all meals in hall): £180
Please tick your requirements, and enclose a cheque for the
full amount in £ made out to The Pater Newsletter or an International Money Order in sterling or £ Travellers Cheques for
the full amount made out to The Pater Newsletter. Please send
booking by June 17, so that we know numbers, and payment for at least 75 percent, the rest due upon arrival.
Please send these to me at Birkbeck or contact me for further
information at I.brake@bbk.ac.ukor FCE, Birkbeck College,
26 Russell Sq, London, WC1B 5DQ.
Tel: 020 7254 7337
Laurel Brake
Spring 2000
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Preliminary Conference Program
Friday afternoon:
Welcome and introduction: Laurel Brake and Carolyn
Williams
Opening Lecture:
Billie Andrew Inman, "Waiter Pater's Houghton Manuscript
#30 and W illiam Money Hardinge's 'An Idyll of One': or
Loneliness by a Lake"
Plenary session: Latent and Manifest
Michael Davis, "Waiter Pater's 'Latent Intelligence' and the
Conception of Queer 'Theory'"
Gerald Monsman, "Waiter Pater and Oscar Wilde: 1890"
Ellis Hanson, "Love for Love's Sake"
Two concurrent panels:
1. Pater and Others:
Angela Leighton, "Aesthetic Conditions: Pater and Vernon
Lee"
Phyllis James, "Beauty's New 'Hour': Paterian Aestheticism
in the Short Fiction of Olivia Shakespear"
Carolyn Williams, "Aestheticism High and Low: Gilbert and
Sullivan's Patience"
2. Revision: With an Emphasis on Ruskin:
Kenneth Daley, "The Romanticisms of Pater and Ruskin"
Frank Moliterno, "Ruskin's 'Renaissance' and Pater"
Francesca Orestano, "Reading Pater's
Aesthetic Criticism: Vision and intricacy"

Friday night after-dinner entertainment:
Reading of Tom Stoppard, The Invention
of Love
Directed by John Conlon
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Saturday morning:
Two concurrent panels
1. Imaginary Portraiture:
William Shuter, "Pater's 'Grudge Against Apollo': Mythology and Pathology in 'Apollo in Picardy'"
Elisa Bizzotto, "The Imaginary Portrait: Pater's Contribution
to a Literary Genre"
Martine Lambert, "WaIter Pater: Poetics of Ekphrasis and
Imaginary Portraits"
2. History, Archaeology, Art History:
Shawn Malley, "Pater's Archaeologies: Reading Pater Reading Greek Material Culture"
Rachel Teukolsky, "New Disciplines and Old: Pater's Art
History"
Paul Tucker, "'Reanimate Greek': Ruskin and Pater on
Botticelli"
Plenary session on the concept of "Influence"
Jeffrey Wallen, "Physiology, Mesmerism, and WaIter Pater's
'Susceptibilities to Influence'"
Matthew Potolsky, "Pater's Influence: Art, Education, and
the Work of Culture"
Jonah Siegel, '''Schooling Leonardo': Desire, Power, and the
Question of Attribution in The Renaissance"
Saturday afternoon:
Two concurrent panels
1. Forms of Development:
Maureen F. Moran, "Not Loss but Gain: Marills the Epicurean
as Historical Conversion Romance"
Matthew Kaiser, "Marius at Oxford: Paterian Pedagogy and
the Ethics of Seduction in the Bildllngsroman"
Jacques Khalip, "Working Out: Pater's Labours"
2. Style: Classical, Modem, Postmodern:
Jay Losey, "Pater, Epiphany, and Postmodernity"
Diana Handley, "Pater's Euphusim: The Primitive, the Classical and the Modem"
Spring 2000
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sical and the Modern"
Stefano Evangelista, ", A Mind Full of Modern Lights': Pater's
Myths, Between Language and Romanticism"
Plenary session:
Lesley Higgins, "No Time for Pater: The Silenced Other of
Masculinist Modernism"
Laurel Brake, "After Marius: Waiter Pater, 1885-1891"
Conference Dinner in Hall
After-dinner Talk
Remarks on Book-Collecting in the Electronic Age:
Thierr)' Vourdon, "Waiter Pater and the Antiquarian
Booktrade" (with slides)
Sunday morning:
Two successive plenary sessions
1. Pater and Critical Theory:
Kit Andrews, "Waiter Pater and Waiter Benjarnin: The Diaphanous Collector and the Angel of History"
Ulrike Starnrn, "Pater and Cultural Alterity"
Megan Becker-Leckrone, "Pater's Critical Spirit"
2. Pater's European Legacy:
Elinor Shaffer, "The Research and Publishing Project: The
Reception of British Authors in Europe: Waiter Pater"
Stephen Bann, "The Reception of WaIter Pater in France"
Robert Vilain, "The Reception of Waiter Pater in Austria and
Germany"
Summary remarks and farewell: Laurel Brake and Carolyn
Williarns
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Book Reviews
Review of The Book Beautiful: Waiter Pater and the House
ofMacmillan, edited by Robert M. Seiler (London: Athlone
Press, 1999), Pp. 206. $80.00

Pater and His Publisher
Pater scholars have reason to be grateful to Robert
Seiler for practicing a mode of scholarship that we all find
extremely useful. In his Waiter Pater: The Critical Heritage
(1980), SeiJer brought together materials documenting the
course of Pater's critical reputation from 1873 to 1911, the
year in which P. E. More attacked "Paterism" in the Nation.
In Waiter Pater: A Life Remembered (1987), a volume we often
consult and cite, Seiler tracked and reprinted contemporary
portraits of Pater, including the sources used by his early
biographers. Seiler's scholarship has certainly made life
easier for the rest of us, but that is probably not his principal
intention. In "WaIter Pater Studies: 1970-1980," he commends
the work of scholars who (like SeiJer himself) are devoted to
"establishing fundamental matters of fact." The identification and presentation of relevant data is what is most characteristic of SeiJer's work. The processing or interpretation
of the data he leaves, for the most part, to others.
In The Book Beautiful SeiJer prints the surviving letters exchanged between Macmillan and Pater and, after
Pater's death in 1894, Pater's sisters. The correspondence
begins in June of 1872 with Pater's submission of the completed sections of Studies in the History of the Renaissance and
concludes in 1917 with a note from Frederick Macmillan to
Hester Pater explaining that he has given permission to publish a Pater Calendar. SeiJer has provided helpful annotations
to the correspondence, identifying persons and works mentioned in the letters. His introduction consists of five sections: 1) Pater's early life and writings to 1863; 2) the early
career of Daniel and Alexander Macmillan; 3) Victorian book-.
making, with particular attention to the revival of fine bookSpring 2000
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making; 4) the House of Macmillan; 5) Pater's literary career
from the publication of Studies in the History of the Renaissance. An appendix, drawing upon the Macmillan Archives,
gives publication figures (date of printing order and number of copies printed) for all of Pater's books. The introduction includes clear explanations of the technical innovations
that brought about the "industrialization of bookmaking"
(14): the Stanhope press, plate lithography, the Linotype and
the Monotype, wood-pulp paper, and cloth binding. Information as to costs and profits is helpfully translated into the
equivalent in 1997 currency.
Seiler gives equal editorial attention to both partners
in the correspondence. My initial impression, therefore, was
that Seiler had in mind two relatively distinct sets of readers
for his book: those interested in Victorian publishing, for
whom Pater would be one among the many authors published by Macmillan, and those interested in the publication
history of Pater's works, for whom Macmillan and Co. would
be one among a number of publication vehicles through
which his works became available to the reading public. But
in his brief preface, Seiler suggests a third perspective: the
body of texts we designate as "Pater" is in fact the joint production of their author and their publisher: "Jerome J.
McGann ... helps us appreciate the signifying mechanisms
which are comprised in the physical aspects of the book, the
linguistic and the bibliographical features. The lesson we
learn here is that any literary text comes down to us via complex 'social' processes which together constrain the way the
reader 'decodes' the meaning. An author may exercise some
control over the linguistics aspects of textual production,
namely, the words, but in the vast majority of instances the
publisher exercises total control over the bibliographical aspects, such as page layout, typography, paper, and binding"
(ix).
Faithful to his practice of "establishing fundamental
matters of fact," Seiler refrains from reading the bibliographical codes to be found in the Pater-Macrnillan texts. Nevertheless, by invoking the authority of McGann, he unavoidably encourages us to speculate about the significance of the
data he records. Since the meaning of a text is never independent of its context, one wonders, for example, what the
presence of a Macmillan imprint meant to readers who en10
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countered it on the title page of Pater's books. Or how was
the meaning of the essays Pater originally published in the
Fortnightly Review altered when he collected them in Studies
in the History of the Renaissance? Or how did it alter the meaning of Pater's texts to collect them in the Edition de luxe in
1900? (Frederick Macmillan wrote to Hester Pater that the
works of Lamb, Tennyson, and Kipling had recently been
published in this form and that "the number of copies is limited and they are consequently at once bought up by collectors-people who regard books as bric-a-brac" [1221.) Many
readers will probably entertain such questions without presuming to answer them. Bibliographical codes are, it seems,
more confidently identified and recorded than deciphered.
McGann urges us to recognize that every published
text is a social as well as an authorial construction. However, some distinctions are needed. We may distinguish, for
example, between the trivial and the non-trivial in the production of texts. Because Pater posted his manuscripts and
corrected proofs to Macmillan, is the British postal service to
be considered an agent in the transmission of his texts? Acknowledging that a text is produced by its publisher as well
as by its author, we should still wish to distinguish what the
text owes to each. Still another distinction may be made between those desires of the author that coincided with the
decisions of the publisher and those that did not, between
cases in which the author approved, or consented to, the
decisions of the publisher and cases in which he dissented.
The latter case is of particular interest with regard to the relationship between Pater and Macrnillan. Pater did not always get his way.
In June of 1884, Pater sent Macrnillan the early chapters of Marius the Epicurean for transmission to John Morley,
editor of Macrnillan's Magazine. Morley declined to publish
Marius in serial form (perhaps for the same reason he declined to publish Mary Ward's Miss Bretherton-it lacked
"well-marked action" [163]). Pater was disappointed but not
surprised. As he wrote Alexander Macrnillan: "[Flor some
reason I should have preferred that mode [serial publication]" ·
(91). Another and apparently more severe disappointment
involved the binding of Pater's first book, Studies in the History of the Renaissance. In November of 1872, Pater proposed
to Alexander Macmillan that an "old-fashioned binding in
Spring 2000
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paste-board with paper back and printed title ... would be
an economical and very pretty binding for my book" (69).
Macmillan firmly rejected the proposal for practical reasons:
paper boards and labels are "apt to get soiled and spoiled,"
and booksellers would be unwilling to keep them in stock
(70). "Besides, I don't like it anyway. It is like a recurrence
to the fig-leaf .... Please don't wish for it" (70). When Pater
insisted he received a little lecture in practical aesthetics: "The
use of inferior unuseful ma terials cannot be needful to the
realisation of any art which is of much value, at least I cannot see how" (71). Pater was not apparently dissatisfied with
the appearance of his book when it was published ("I like
the black cloth cover" [71]), but when a second edition of
Marius was being prepared, he wrote to Macmillan, "What
do you think of the old-fashioned binding in boards?" (96)
Pater's preference for an old-fashioned binding in
boards is of interest because it apparently illustrated an aesthetic conviction: "For a book on art to be bound in quite the
ordinary way is, it seems to me, behind the times; and the
difficulty of getting a book bound in cloth so as to be at all
artistic, and indeed not quite the other way, is very great"
(70). It is the innovation of cloth binding, not the old-fashionedpractice of binding in boards, that is "behind the times."
His defense of the aesthetic value of an "old-fashioned binding" recalls his defense of the aesthetic value of the anachronisms in the poetry of William Morris.
What is the status of these unfulfilled authorial intentions? Of course, we do not have a serialized Marius or a
paste-board bound Studies in the History of the Renaissance to
examine and describe, but we can imagine them, as Pater
imagined them, and we can ask what Pater was saying about
his texts in making these proposals. In the form of spectral
bibliographical codes, an author's unfulfilled intentions
haunt our study of the "physical aspects" of his texts.
Pater's authorial intentions were not always constant,
and his correspondence documents a characteristic pattern
in his shifts. The essays that Pater sent to Alexander
Macmillan in June of 1872 for inclusion in Studies in the Histon) of the Renaissance included a "paper in MS" (unfortunately not identified) that "has not been published hitherto"
(67). By October the essay had been printed but was canceled at Pater's request, to the regret of Macmillan's partner,
12
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G. Lillie Craig, who complained that the omission reduced
Pater's book "to 210 pages [from an estimated 300], a smaller
book than might have been advisable" (68). In 1892, Pater
published in the Contemporanj Review two papers that later
became chapters in Plato and Pia ton ism and offered a third,
"the Doctrine of Plato." On 16 October, after the article had
been printed, Pater withdrew it on the grounds that it was
"unfit for publication in that way" (Letters 133). The editor,
Percy William Bunting, did his best to dissuade him, and on
23 October Pater agreed to the article's publication, but on 1
November he wrote Bunting: "I feel ... covered with confusion in saying that, on looking over the paper again with a
view to its publication in the Contemporary, 1feel more convinced than ever that it is unsuitable for publication in that
form" (Letters 134). By December of 1892, Frederick
Macmillan had agreed to publish Three Short Stories
("Hippolytus Veiled," "Apollo in Picardy," and "Emerald
Uthwart"). Macrnillan was still advertising it as "to be published shortly" in March of 1893. The volume never appeared.
The most remarkable illustration of this pattern occurred in 1875. Pater had proposed publishing a collection
of his essays, and the proposal was eagerly accepted by
Alexander Macrnillan on 2 October. Initially, the volume was
to be called The School of Giorgione and other Studies, a title
changed by Pater to Dionysus and other Studies. Pater was
impatient to see the book appear and urged that the paper
be sent "as soon as possible" (86). Macmillan did what he
could to accommodate him: "We will do all we can to get
your book out early" (86). But on 30 November, Pater wrote
him to say that his sense of the book's "inadequacies" "compelled" him to give up publishing his essays for the present
(87). Macrnillan urged him to reconsider: "Please don't! ...
There is no reason so far as 1 have seen for your apprehension .... Let us wait a little at least" (88). But Pater could not
be dissuaded, leaving Macrnillan to lament that Dionysus had
been "rather harshly treated by his father, but of course his
father in this case is the judge, a Brutus come to judgment
and execution too" (89). In 1892 the episode was still recalled by Alexander's son George, who wrote Pater: "I have
never ceased to regret the withdrawal of that volume which '
was justly printed years ago" (110). The printing expenses
Spring 2000
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cost Pater £35, which Seiler helpfully tells us is the equivalent of $1,385.65 in 1997. A movement forward followed by
a holding back, impatience yielding to restraint, represents a
recognizable pattern of Pater's psyche. As in other matters,
so in the matter of publication, Pater was given to second
thoughts.
There is personal as well as textual history in the correspondence, which will therefore be of interest to students
of Pater's life as well as to editors of his texts. Between the
Paters and the Macmillans there developed a personal relationship that Seiler's book permits us to observe. An increasing familiarity, if not exactly intimacy, is signaled in the correspondence by the transition from "Dear Sir" to "Dear Mr.
Macmillan" and "Dear Mr. Pater" to "My dear Mr.
Macmillan" and "My dear Mr. Pater" and finally, in the case
of George Macmillan, "Dear Macmillan" and "Dear Pater."
In the early stages of the relationship, Macmillan is evidently
trying to attune himself to the temperament and tastes of his
new author by placing him. He sends the fastidious Mr. Pater
a binding sample he devised for another of his authors: "His
tastes were 'artistic.' He is an intimate friend of Mr. Bume
Jones and others who think in that line" (71). Preparing to
publish Marius, he assures "dear Mr. Pater" that he will "arrange for a delicate and dainty form of book" (93). When
Pater asks if Marius could be published on "slightly more
favourable terms" than his first volume, for which Pater and
Macmillan shared profits equally, Macmillan lists the various expenses that must be paid for out of the publisher's
profits, but he takes advantage of the occasion to acknowledge his respect for the authors he publishes: "I am fully
aware [of) how little the money result ever is to writers like
yourself [who) by careful elaboration of thought and skill
work out results that have intellectual value. But I think that
we do our best for the higher literature, as distinguished from
the merely popular" (91, 92). Not to be outdone, Pater replies with an acknowledgment of the author's debt to his
publisher: "I am not one of those (if such there be) who complain of the useful office of the Publisher; and I know not
how long ago I formed the ambition that you should publish what I might write as I glanced over the fascinating list
of your publications in the 'higher' literature, certainly, before I could afford to buy them" (92).
14
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In the correspondence that occurred after Pater's
death (occupying about two-fifths of the whole), Frederick
Macmillan, Alexander's nephew, assumed the role of confidant and advisor to Pater's sisters. He advises them about
the granting of permission and the selling of translation
rights; he patiently explains the half-profits system as he had
it with their brother; he offers to send money due them early
"Iilf it will be any convenience" (136); he cautions them
against Thomas Wright (a warning they apparently took to
heart); and he suggests that the best way of getting money
for Pater's unpublished fragments (unfortunately not identified) is to sell them to a "good periodical," offering to serve
as their agent without recompense (142).
The relationship between the Paters and the
Macmillans was to some extent a social as well as a business
one. Hester would have called on Lady Macmillan but was
prevented by Clara's illness (135). Frederick Macmillan expresses concern for Clara's health, advising her to "escape
from London where it is horribly cold and terribly dark"
(133). His wife writes to Hester on hearing of Clara's death
(135).
Pater himself entertained Alexander Macmillan's
daughter Margaret Anne and was on friendly terms with his
eldest son, Malcolm. In January of 1878, Pater speaks of
Ma1colm being in residence (at Balliol) and hopes that he
will call on him (82). In December of 1884, Alexander
Macrnillan writes Pater that Ma1colmhas read the manuscript
of Marius "with great interest" (93). The very fragmentary
portrait of Ma1colm sketched by Seiler stimulates the imagination. Seller tells us that he was deeply interested in literature and art but was prevented from entering the publishing
business by ill health. In July of 1889, he disappeared mysteriously while climbing Mount Olympus, and no trace of
him was ever found . His father never recovered from his
death. Did Ma1com's story strengthen Pater's intuition, evidenced repeatedly in his fiction, that certain young men are
doomed to an early and semi-mythical death?
I am certain that reviewers with interests and points
of view other than mine will find many things in this edition
of the Pater-Macmillan correspondence that I failed to notice, confirming my conviction that Seiler has given us another very useful book.
William F. Shuter
Eastern Michigan University
Spring 2000
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Review of J. B. Bullen, The Pre-Raphaelite Body: Fear and
Desire in Painting, Poetry, and Criticism (New York:
Clarendon Press, 1997). Pp. 248. $65.00
Desire and Disgust

J. B. Bullen has written a measured, useful, and intriguing study of literature and art at one of their richest
moments of intersection. Though he focuses on what can be
learned from the public response to a line of avant-garde art
which repeatedly provoked mainstream taste-and on particular instances in which the distress of the public was manifested-along the way Bullen addresses central and overlapping moments in the careers of Rossetti, Swinburne,
Ruskin, Pater, and others. More than its title might suggest,
Bullen's The Pre-Raphaelite Body could serve as a sound introd uction to key elements in the art and culture of England
from the 1850s to the 1870s, particularly to the response to
Pre-Raphaelitism and the development from PreRaphaelitism into what we know as Aestheticism. It is in its
illumination of this transition that the book will be most useful to students of Pa ter. The Pre-Raphaelite Body follows other
valuable and ambitious work by Bullen illuminating the nineteenth-century culture of art, notably The Myth of the Renaissance in Nineteenth-Century Writing. These are books characterized by a careful intellectual historicism, combining real
breadth of approach with alert attention to literary meaning.
The Pre-Raphaelite Body offers rich conceptual development
of material first addressed in the earlier work, to which it is
clearly a sequel. Though there are times when the historical
specificity of Bullen's analysis militates against more ambitious general claims, the great strength of the work is its richly
textured location of the writings of Rossetti and others. His
engagement with the nineteenth-century culture of art allows Bullen to sketch out a context for Ruskin, Swinburne,
and to a certain measure Waiter Pater, that should be a resource to any student of these authors or the period.
One of the undeniable strengths of Bullen's book is
that it takes seriously the resistance of much of the mainstream press to the aesthetic challenge of avant-garde work.
Indeed, Bullen consistently illuminates the rich and still under-studied world of the mid-Victorian periodical press, par16
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ticularly its cultural critics, in part by taking seriously the
distress, shock, and discomfort provoked by the emergence
of new values in art. Beginning with the well-known controversy provoked by Millais's Christ in the House of His Parents (1850) Bullen demonstrates convincingly the importance
of the body as the focal point for the disgust attested to by a
number of critics. Millais, like his Pre-Raphaelite confreres,
was accused of a morbid fascination with the sickly and unpleasantly distorted body. When he identifies the values
which might have led Dickens to associate the work of Millais
with an incomprehensible "retrogressive" urge, Bullen illuminates both the work of the painter and the values motivating his critic. Pater's own responsiveness to the angular
bodies of William Morris becomes a measure of the critic's
own resistance to the line of mainstream taste Dickens represents in this instance.
The two middle chapters together form a small
monograph on desire in the work of Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
who is quite literally the central figure in Bullen's book. But
even his treatment of the painter-poet, which forms a point
of transition moving the discussion from the middle of the
century into the 1860s, offers grist for the mill of the student
of Waiter Pater. The analysis of what the critic calls, in the
first of these chapters, "the sexualized woman" engages principally work from the late 1850s, while the following chapter, on masculine desire, deals with painting and verse of the
1860s. The first chapter is the strongest, and not only because of its presentation of Rossetti. A brief but thoughtprovoking discussion of Morris's Defence of Guenevere usefully revisits the review in which Pater first assayed key elements of the "Conclusion" to The Renaissance. It is here that
Bullen reminds one of the odd contortions of the body in
Pater's writings, and of the source of its twists and turns in
the culture of his day. The distortion that earlier critics had
decried in Pre-Raphaelite painting is celebrated by Waiter
Pater in his account of Morris's verse, itself"a thing tormented and awry with passion, like the body of Guenevere
defending herself from the charge of adultery." Pater is celebrating the postures that the anonymous author of "A
Glance at the Exhibition of the Royal Academy, 1850" decried nearly twenty years earlier as the" forced and painful
attitudes; elaboration of ugliness" and "expiation on sordid
Spring 2000
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or unimportant details" of Pre-Raphaelite painting.
Although Sullen makes obeisance to the critics that
might predictably be cited in an analysis of nineteenth-century desire written at the end of the twentieth century (and
to some more intriguing psychoanalytically-inflected critics
such as Kristeva), his treahnent of conceptual issues is consistently clear and largely jargon-free. The book's emphasis
is not theoretical, but Sullen's focus on disgust and fear in
relation to attraction does allow him to move his discussion
beyond simple accounts of the gaze and related problems in
objectification. The most controversial part of Sullen's presentation, which emerges in the final chapter on Sume-Jones,
is his insistent focus on effeminacy and androgyny in the
later nineteenth century, at the expense of critics who would
see in similar moments elements of homoerotic desire or
homophobic reaction. Sullen is openly polemical in his insistence that as sexuality and sexual difference vary historically, we should forbear to apply values that were unavailable to the period in the attempt to understand desire and
sexuality in the past. The evidence Bullen offers certainly
does suggest that the challenge of Aestheticism (including
Pater's) was not generally understood in its own day as having its source in a transgressive male-male desire but rather
in what was taken to be the threatening womanliness or effeminacy of the era. It is an approach that opens up a number of authors to treahnent in relation to contemporary debates about gender. Still, one can imagine that the same
material which Bullen so cogently presents might still be
susceptible to a sophisticated homoerotic reading (indeed,
Bullen does not so much resist the claims of homoeroticism
as suggest that they need to be more subtly described).
One could quibble with other elements in the book.
Ruskin notes early in his 1853 lecture on "Pre-Raphaelitism"
that, in spite of their troubled critical reception, the pictures
of the group "have obtained a most extensive popularity.'"
Sullen dwells on the controversy sparked by Pre-Raphaelite
representations to such an extent that one would have liked
to have seen some discussion of the remarkable success of
the movement and its practitioners. Further afield, it would
have been interesting to hear more about similar controversies in the art of other nations, say in the reception of Manet's
Olympia in Paris in 1863. Either topic might have allowed
18
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Bullen to engage more closely with recent work in art history. The book as a whole is more interesting on the literature-on the important presence of art in text-than on the
analysis of art per se. It will be turned to for its study of the
response to the painted body in culture and in poetry, rather
than for its discussion of particular paintings, but that is
hardly a fault in the work of a literary critic. Indeed, Bullen
is to be commended for engaging a range of material only
accessible to analysis that takes into account the importance
of the fine arts in nineteenth-century letters. As I have tried
to suggest, his book offers at once a number of interesting
local interpretations, and a useful resource for anyone interested in mining a particularly rich vein of culture. The student of Pater will not find in these pages any extensive analysis of the author, but Bullen's book does provide something
that in the long run may be more useful: a responsible and
thought-provoking account of one of the most important contexts in which to understand his work.
Jonah Siegel
Rutgers University
I John Ruskin, "Pre-Raphaelitism," in James
Sambrook, ed. Pre-Raphaelitism (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1974), 92-104; 92.

In Memoriam: Eugene J. Brzenk
by Billie A. Inman
with the assistance of Hayden Ward and Gerald Monsman
A leading Pater scholar during the 1950s and '60s,
Eugene J. Brzenk died April 20, 1999, at his home of many
years in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In an obituary notice that
he wrote for himself, he said that he was "survived by sev-.
eral generations of cousins, students, and other relatives and
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friends." He was born August 14, 1922, grew up in Milwaukee, and took the B. S. degree, with a major in English, at
Milwaukee State Teachers College, in 1944. Upon graduation, he entered the United States Navy and served on active
duty in the Amphibious Forces, Pacific Theater, from 1944 to
1946. After the war, he resumed his education, at State University of Iowa, taking the M. A. degree in English in 1948.
Already a creative writer, his Master's thesis was a collection of original short stories entitled" A Perfect Likeness,"
which he had written in the Iowa Writers' Workshop. He
proceeded to the Ph.D. program at the State University of
Iowa, taking his degree in 1951. His interest in writing short
fiction and his enthusiasm for the writings of Waiter Pater
came together in his dissertation, "The Fictional Technique
of Waiter Pater," the first chapter of which, with revision,
became "The Unique Fictional World of Waiter Pater" (Nineteenth-Century Fiction 13 [December 1958],217-226).
In his first university post, at Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois, 1951-61, Dr. Brzenk taught various courses, but
specialized in Victorian and Romantic literature. He also
directed Freshman Composition from 1953 to 1961. In 1963,
he joined the English Department faculty at the University
of Notre Dame, where he remained until 1985, when he retired as Associate Professor of English and Creative Writing,
Emeritus. Outstanding topics treated in his seminars were
Nineteenth-century Empiricists, the Aesthetic Movement,
and the Bildungsroman.
I first became aware of Gene Brzenk's scholarship
when writing my first article (in 1960, as a graduate student
at the University of Texas), "The Organic Structure of Marius
the Epicurean." In the course of this article, I compared Pater's
version of the story of Cupid and Psyche in Marius with his
source, Apulieus's version in The Golden Ass, as translated
by Robert Graves. Brzenk had preceded me in this type of
comparison, working from Pater's version of "Cupid and
Psyche," Apulieus's original, and WilliamAdlington's translation (1566). From well assembled details, he had drawn
the following conclusion to his comparison: "Pater's changes
in his translation of the Cupid and Psyche story are almost
wholly the omission of elements which do not contribute to
a unified effect; his labor of the file is directed toward preserving only those elements which contribute to his concep20
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tion of the story as a picture of a perfect imaginative love"
("Pater and Apuleius," Comparative Literature 10 [Winter
1958],59). When he later returned to the subject of Pater and
Apulieus, Brzenk made a seemingly incredible thesis credible, showing that Apulieus's The Golden Ass was not just a
source for Pater, but was similar to his Marius the Epicurean
in ways that related both works to features of the
bildungsroman (" Apulieus, Pater and the Bildungsroman,"
in Aspects of Apulieus' "Golden Ass," ed. B. L. Hijmans, Jr.,
and R. Th. Van der Paardt [Gronigen: Bouma's Boekhuis,
1978], pp. 231-237).
Hayden Ward, Editor of Victorian Poetry and former
Editor of The Pater Newsletter, explains Gene Brzenk's significance as a Pater scholar:
Gene Brzenk's writings on Waiter Pater in the late
'fifties and early' sixties contribute significantly to the
critical effort of that period to define the dramatic
principle in Victorian literature. In "The Unique Fictional World of Waiter Pater," Gene spoke of the
"masks" through which Pater articulated ideas that
were, ambiguously, his own and not his own; in
"Pater and Apulieus," he defined how selective translation made the artistic record of the past a correlative of modem thought, a synthesis of objective and
subjective realities. This adaptation and alteration
of what others had written and wrought was the essence of the Paterian "inner experience," represented
in the valuable "new collection" of the Imaginary Portraits that Gene brought out in 1964.
In Gene's view, Pater's idea of historicism was not,
as in the conventions of nineteenth-century historical romance, a superficial authenticity of place or costume, or even a fidelity to older ways of thought and
speech. A true historicism was to mark the traces of
the past, whether intense or faint, on our contemporary consciousness, to see how, in gathering and distorting, unintentionally or purposively, these traces,
we become our distinctive modem selves. Our art is
the record of that process. In articulating such a view
in brief form, Gene anticipated the fuller
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deconstructionist theorizing of Pater's work in the
'seventies and 'eighties. Gene was, for our time, a
pioneering Paterian, whose work and person we remember with gratitude and affection.
The Imaginary Portraits by Waiter Pater: A New Collection, edited, with an Introduction, by Eugene J. Brzenk (Harper and
Row, 1964), referred to above, not only made the texts of eight
pieces of Pater's short fiction readily available in paperback,
but also established the portrait as the dominant form of all
of Pater's fiction-published and unpublished, short and
long-and his criticism. The first sentence of the introduction to the collection is, " Actually most of WaIter Pater's writing might be called Imaginary Portraits."
Three years after Brzenk published his "new collection," Gerald Monsman published Pater's Portraits: Mythic
Patterns in the Fiction of Waiter Pater. He remembers that he
used Brzenk's edition of Imaginary Portraits in his "early
thinking about Pater and fiction." He has stated: "The copy
I bought in 1964 continues to serve me, even today, as my
working text-i. e., the one with my notes in the margin, the
underlines (sort of the history of my readings of the IP). I
guess you could say that Gene's' concept' of grouping imaginary portraits together, expanding the original four in lP, was
a great critical stroke. He showed how one might group artists the same way-and so lifted the idea of portraiture itself
out of the individual volumes that may have tended to disguise this larger technique."
When Donald L. Hill, as General Editor, was selecting volume editors for The Collected Works of Waiter Pater in
1981, Gene Brzenk was the obvious choice for editor of Volume IV (later Volume V), which was to contain Imaginary
Portraits (1887) and the eleven essays and reviews also published between February 1885 and June 1888. Gene completed the collection and collation of the texts and the selection of copy-texts; compiled textual notes on variants for "Sir
Thomas Browne," "A Prince of Court Painters," "Sebastian
van Storck," "Duke Carl of Rosenmold," and "Denys
L' Auxerrois"; tracked down the sources of some of Pater's
mysterious quotations; visited some of the settings of the
portraits-Valenciennes, Cambrai, Auxerre; and made headway on explanatory notes. However, in February 1990, when
22
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he was struggling with leukemia, he withdrew from the editorial project. That was five years before its general collapse.
I corresponded with Gene frequently during the years of his
involvement with "the Edition," of which I was first Associate Editor and then General Editor. In June 1982, the name
"George Fleming" (Julia Constance Fletcher ) came up in an
explanatory note, and I discovered, to my surprise, that Gene
had been researching this author's life and works for years.
He wrote in a letter dated June 7,1982:
Julia Constance Fletcher wrote "Green Stockings" and
translated Rostand's Les Romanesques as "The
Fantasticks," the work upon which the long-running
musical is based. I have incorporated her fantastic
story into a novel I have been writing and have read
A Nile Novel and Mirage [dedicated to WaIter H. Pater],
two of her novels of noble renunciation. She died in
her 80's in Venice in 1938, and my novel set in the
1970's is in part focused on a grad student (ABD) tracing her story in the out-of-the-way places in Venicebasically a Bildungsrornan. Julia Constance Fletcher's
papers are held by the Fletcher Bank in Indianapolis.
In May 1996, Gene sent me two chapters from this novel, We
Open in Venice: "Dinner at Peggy's" [Peggy Guggenheirn] and
"When Old Twanks Get Together," written under the name
Geno and published in the Wisconsin Light on March 6, 1991
and April 17, 1991, respectively. With these he sent the introductory pages of the novel, which are printed below to honor
Gene and to give readers of this newsletter who did not know
him a glimpse into his mind and a sense of his style. The
novel was never published. Stephanie A. Smith, a health
care provider and friend of Gene's during the last five years
of his life, has told me that one day he set the novel aside,
saying that he would work on it no more. He would not be
persuaded to take it up again.
Perhaps the best way to end this remembrance of
Gene is to quote what he had to say, characteristically, in a
letter to me dated May 30, 1996, about a visit to New York
City: "I had a wonderful two weeks in New York ('Rent:
the Royal Shakespeare 'Dream: 'Victor/Victoria' and' A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum: etc.); I
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took in the Imperial Chinese Treasures show at the Met and
the eye-opening Picasso exhibition at MOMA and had lovely
visits with friends, but I guess I overextended myself, walking miles and miles every day." He was then recuperating
from a second, severe attack of pneumonia.

We Open in Venice
by Geno (Eugene Brzenk)
It was one of those extraordinary stories that the eminent, earnest Victorians so often found taking place in their
midst, a story lavishly fleshed out with elopements, adultery, exile abroad, scheming relatives, broken engagements,
overnight literary success and much intrigue. It was the kind
of long, involved history in which it is impossible to separate fiction from fact.
Her name was Julia Constance Fletcher and she died
in Venice just as World War II was beginning, yet she had
been the intimate friend and correspondent of Henry James,
Waiter Pater and the Brownings, among others. This daughter of two celebrated Calvinistic New England families was
for a time the toast of London for plays like The Fantasticks
and for novels, most of them stories of noble renunciation
written under the pen name of George Fleming-novels with
titles like Mirage and Kismet.
Oscar Wilde had dedicated his poem "Ravenna" to
her, and in her later years, Pen Browning came down periodically from Asolo whenever the Venetian creditors were
pounding on the doors of the Palazzo Capello on the Rio
Marin where Julia Constance Fletcher had immured herself.
Even Gertrude Stein had been caught up in her story and
has recounted parts of it in her autobiography; and Mable
Dodge managed to get dramatically though only peripherally mixed up in the affair as only she could do.
But most tantalizingly, Julia Constance Fletcher had
been engaged to Lord Lovelace who was supposed to have
given her a miniature portrait and a packet of letters belonging to his grandfather, Lord Byron. After the engagement
was broken off for reasons unspoken, members of his family
and their envoys made repeated trips to the Palazzo Capello
24
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to obtain these spoils, offering generous sums of money for
them, but she refused to part with them, hoarded them instead.
That's rather overblown prose, I know, but sometime
in the late sixties I began an article about Julia Constance
F1etcher in that hectic style although I realized even as I wrote
it that it was too heady for the learned journals to which I
had planned to submit it. But the thing has practically written itself and that made me quite partial to it-besides, Julia's
story virtually demanded that heightened style.
Malcolm had been enchanted when, during the first
evening of my stay in Venice, I told him about Julia and her
circle. I had hastened to add that the Fletcher story was only
incidental to my own Venetian project, the gathering of background materials for my dissertation tentatively entitled
"John Ruskin and Three Cities: Venice, Florence and Rome."
"Why bother with that old fart Ruskin?" Malcolm
wanted to know. "Write your dissertation on someone like
this woman with the triple-barreled name, someone whose
literary carcass hasn't been picked clean."
So I patiently explained that my knowledge of !his
now all but forgotten playwright and novelist had come
about almost serendipitously when one of my professors, a
Henry James man, suggested, only half seriously, that I might
try digging around while I was in Venice to see whether I
could find any traces of her. My prof thought that there was
a slight possibility that a cache of letters left behind when
she died might still be floating around somewhere in the city.
He stipulated that, of course, he would want to work with
the James papers.
Malcolm was my mother's older brother and my godfather, and from my earliest recollections he had assumed
an almost legendary persona. I had last seen him about five
years previously on one of his rare family visits, but Mother
heard from him at odd intervals and my birthdays were highlighted by extraordinary gifts that came from exotic places. I
always added a thank-you note and a progress report on my
school work when she answered his letters. He thoughtfully
made a special effort to put unusual stamps on the enve,
lopes so that I could add them to my collection.
Family talk had given me a sketchy idea of his career'
as an actor, stage manager, and designer in New York folSpring 2000
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lowed by a short stint in Hollywood. Finally, I knew of his
success in London as a partner in a posh antique gallery before he settled down in Venice after his partner's death.
It was Malcolrn who had suggested that I spend a
year abroad. "Forget all the PhD. nonsense for a while," he
wrote, "and accept the grand Tour as my birthday gift." I
accepted gratefully. I felt burned out after completing my
comprehensives, and since I was pretty certain that Ruskin
was going to be my dissertation subject, the chance to spend
considerable time in Venice was truly a godsend.
I had remembered Malcolrn as very British-looking
in dress and manner, tanned, worldly, full of fun-he reminded me of the character in a Noel Coward play who leaps
on stage with "Tennis, anyone?" Yet when he met me at the
train station upon my arrival in Venice, I had been surprised
to see how much he had aged. His face had pronounced
wrinkles and his eyes had dark circles under them. He was
elegantly turned out, his blazer jacket and apple green ascot
made it easy to pick him out in the crowd. We both talked
and laughed nervously as he took charge of me and my luggage, but he lived up to his role as unofficial ambassador for
the city by hiring a gondola, something which my guidebooks had warned was likely to result in a haranguing match
with the gondoliers who would try to extort unreasonable
sums from the unsuspecting.
But gliding down the Grand Canal in the gondola
that early September morning was the perfect introduction
to Venice, and when we arrived at the landing of the Calle
del Dose in front of Malcolrn's house, I heard no haggling
nor shouted insults; instead there were bows and many
thanks for Signor Roberto. Signor Roberto? Malcolrn explained that the Venetian had transformed Rupprecht, his
surname, into Roberto, something more familiar to them and
easier to pronounce.
The landing in front of Malcolrn's house is usually
several feet above the water, and we went up a narrow flight
of steps cut into the stone. The gondolier handed up my
luggage and with a finger's touch to his straw hat was soon
bobbing in the churning wakes of vaporetti, speed boats and
chugging barges. Malcolrn directed my attention across the
canal which makes a broad panoramic sweep at this point,
and the scene spread before us reminded me of a curved,
26
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Recent Publications
Compiled by Billie Andrew Inman
and Annotated by Bonnie J. Robinson

Books
Anders, John P. Willa Cather's Aesthetics and the Male Homosexual Literary Tradition . Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. (Pater seen as a primary influence upon Cather through his blend of
"homosexual aesthetics" and "spiritual feelings.")
Bidney, Martin. Patterns of Epiphany from Words worth to
Tolstoy, Pater, and Barrett Browning. Boulder, CO:
NetLibrary, lnc., 2000. [First published in paper format by Southern Illinois University Press in 1997.]
http://www.netlibrary.com/summary.asp ?ID
=11615
Maekawa, Yuichi. Waiter Pater-seishin no dandism (Waiter
Pater: Mental Dandyism). Tokyo: Kenkyusha Shuppan,
1996. (To be reviewed in PN.)
Pater, Waiter. The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetnj [the
1893 text]. In The English Literary Decadence: An Anthology. Ed. Christopher S. Nassaar. Lanham, MD,
New York, and Oxford: University Press of America,
1999. Pp. 2-124. (This anthology contains not only
the full text of Pater's book, but also the full texts of
Wilde's Salome and Conrad's Heart of Darkness, as well
selections from thirteen other authors. Nassaar's introduction is annotated in "Essays," below.)

_ _ _ --;-...,. Pia ton et le Platonisme. Conferences de ~893, wi~
notes. Trans., Ed., lntrod. Jean-tlaptiste PlC)T. Pans:
Vrin, 1998. Pp. 207. Paperback:165F. ISBN 2 7116
13690. ISSN (Essais d' art et de philosophie) 0249 7931.
(Listed by Christopher Rowe in "BOOK Note: Socrates
and Plato," Phronesis 44 [August 1999], 242-252.)(To
be reviewed in PN.)
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painted cyclorama that unwinds before the viewer's eyes. I
quickly realized, too, that I was doing what every first time
visitor to Venice, no matter how blase, is moved to do-to
make sightseerly observations.
At the far right I could see part of the Academia
Bridge, that wonderful wooden structure which always looks
to me as though it had come from a Japanese print. Diagonally across from us, Malcolm explained, was Peggy
Guggenheim's palazzo, just one story high with lots of greenery softening its stark marble whiteness. Next door and to
the left was the American Consulate, also one story in height,
rust colored and not very prepossessing even with the shield
of the United States on its facade. Malcolm called out the
names of the more imposing buildings on either side of the
two low structures, but their names meant very little to me
at the time, except that I recognized the domes of the church
of Santa Maria della Salute.
A buzzer and a click sounded behind us, and as we
turned, the door of Malcolm's house swung halfway open. I
had seen a woman peeking from a small balcony as we
landed and she evidently had precisely timed pressing the
button, which opened the door. Malcolm waved me in with
"Open Sesame," ushering me into a place, a time and a world
wherein we become, each one of us, what we are.
(Pub. by kind permission of Stephanie A. Smith, executor of
Eugene Brzenk's estate.)
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